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The text continues:

**For the Index**

October 5, 2005

The following is an excerpt from the document:

"A very personal goal is to continue the same amount of success..."

Olyvyn Rothermel for the Index

**WBIU**

Former Bulldogs football head coach John Ware dies of apparent heart attack
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Jim McCurry for the Index

**VIOLETTE**

Groups wanted about food

Classroom Rules

- No eating in any building
- No pets allowed in any building
- No drinking in any building

**BUIDLING**

Kirkville welcomes potential jobs from building lease to Commercial Envelope

Kevin Minch came to Truman four years ago. He's a coach, but he's also a connection for theIndex.
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There is a portion in the Truman State University football program, and the page number is 7.

The text continues:

"We were certainly ready to give another performance, but this time we were ready to do a little better job."
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There is a portion in the Truman State University football program, and the page number is 7.

The text continues:

"It seems like our freshmen are going to step up to the plate."
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There is a portion in the Truman State University football program, and the page number is 7.

The text continues:

"Once you become a parent, you think, 'Wow, those people are really responsible.'"
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There is a portion in the Truman State University football program, and the page number is 7.

The text continues:

"We all know that every single person has had, in some way, a role in the game."
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There is a portion in the Truman State University football program, and the page number is 7.

The text continues:

"The team reads the newspapers or checks news Web sites for current events. The team reads the daily papers or checks news Web sites for current events."